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INTRODUCTION
How does Islam explain the occurrence of certain
contagious diseases such as plague epidemics or
the coronavirus pandemic?
Seydatuna Aysha (RA) writes that he asked the Messenger
of Allah (PBUH) to explain the meaning of an epidemic.
He replied, “‘It is a torment that Allah sends on whom HE
wills and a Mercy for believers. If it occurs within a country,
whoever remains and is patient, believing that whatever
shall befall him is God’s will, will be rewarded as a martyr.’”

Contextualization (MC Diop):
According to the Hadith of Seydatuna
Aycha (RA), no one can accuse any
individual or any specific community of
being the cause of an epidemic since no
one can say with certainty the precise
evil which has given rise to a divine
action such as this.
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Some have said that an epidemic will not affect
believers or a country where there are Saints.
Is this true?
Our Mother, Umu Salamata (RA) asked the Prophet (PBUH):
“Will Allah (SWT) put us through such trials as mass deaths when
there are Saints among us?” He replied: “Yes, even when there
are Saints, HE will put one through such trials when there is
excessive evil.”

History informs us that in the year 75 AH (AD 639), during the
Khilafa of Seyduna Oumar (RA), more than 1,000 Muslims lost
their lives in the plague of Emmaus in Syria. Among the victims of
the plague were Companions of saintly spiritual holiness: Mu’âz
Ibn Jabal, Abou ‘Ubayda Ibnul Jarrâh, Churahbîl Ibn Hassanata, Al
Fadl Ibn ‘Abas, Yazîd Ibn Abi Soufyan, Suhayl Ibn ‘Amr, Abou Jandal
Ibn Suhayl Ibn ‘Amr and other Noble Companions.

Contextualization (MC Diop):
The death of Companions of the Prophet (PBUH),
and not just any Companions, during an epidemic
demonstrates that there is no Islamic foundation for
asserting that certain people will be spared during an
epidemic, including believers or a country where there
are Saints. No one is protected from the epidemic
except those whom Allah (SWT) has decided to spare.
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GENERAL RELIGIOUS RECOMMENDATIONS
What should be people’s attitude when faced
with a pandemic like the COVID-19?
The general Islamic rule during insecure times such as a pandemic
is to protect oneself, as stated in the Qu’ran :
“Believers, take precautions.”

According to the Hadith of Abdourahmane Ibn ‘Awf, the Prophet
(PBUH) said: “When an epidemic breaks out in the land where
you are, do not leave and flee from it. When you hear of an
epidemic outbreak in another land, do not go there.”

The Qur’an refers us to specialists: “Ask scholars and specialists if
you do not know.” (S The Bee, V 43 and S The Prophets V 7).
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Contextualization (MC Diop):

The aforementioned
verse compels
us to follow the
recommendations of
health specialists during
this period of coronavirus
pandemic. The measures
that doctors worldwide
recommend today are in
alignment with directions
provided in the
Qur’an and Sunnah.
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SPECIFIC RELIGIOUS RECOMMENDATIONS
What does Islam specifically recommend for
preventing a disease such as the COVID-19
pandemic from spreading throughout a community?
The Prophet (PBUH) said: “Avoid contact between people who
are contaminated and those who are not contaminated.”

Contextualization (MC Diop):
This verse of the Prophet (PBUH)
indicates we should follow the
recommendations of health specialists
during epidemics such as the coronavirus
pandemic in order to avoid the spread
of infectious disease. When there is a
high risk of contagion within a population,
strict measures need to be taken to
ensure individuals who are infected do not
contaminate those who are not infected.
This may eventually lead to an
order for confinement.
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What other preventive measures does Islam
specifically recommend?
 Prohibit travel

The Prophet (PBUH) said: “When there is an outbreak of
an epidemic in another land, do not go there! If there is an
epidemic in your land, do not leave.”

 Ensure personal and public cleanliness and hygiene

The Prophet (PBUH) said: “When you do your ablutions, clean
your nostrils with water and when you use the latrine, clean
yourself with water...and when you wake up, wash your hands
before putting them anywhere, because you don’t know where
your hand has spent the night.”

Verses 43 S The Woman and 6 S The Table of the Qu’ran
recommend using water in the toilet whenever possible.
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According to Seydatuna Aycha, the Prophet (PBUH) said:
 “Be clean, Islam is clean.”

 “Cleanliness is half of Faith,” said the Prophet (PBUH).

 The Prophet (PBUH) said: “Allah (SWT) is Clean and loves

those who are clean... is Generous and loves those who are
generous. Always keep your courtyards and public places
clean.”

 The Qu’ran says: “Allah (SWT) loves those who purify

themselves.” (S Repentance, V 108)
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Contextualization (MC DIOP):

Medical experts emphasize
the critical importance of
regularly washing the hands
with soap for at least 20
seconds. This will kill the
coronavirus. They have also
shown that the coronavirus
is found in feces. Thus, it is
extremely important to wash
hands with soap for at least
20 seconds after going
to the toilet.
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 Cover your mouth when coughing or yawning

The Prophet (PBUH) said: “ When you cough or yawn, place your
hand in front of your face (mouth) and lower your head. ”

His followers reported that: “ When the Prophet (PBUH) coughed,
he put his hand or his handkerchief over his mouth to reduce the
impact.”

Contextualization (MC DIOP):
In the current context of coronavirus,
these guidelines are recommended by
doctors who consider them as ways
to avoid spreading saliva, considered to
be the main vector for contaminating
others with the coronavirus. This is why
they recommend coughing or sneezing
into the crook of the elbow or into a
tissue to be thrown into a waste basket
immediately after use.
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 Avoid shaking hands when greeting someone during the

pandemic.

Allah (STW) says in V 54 S The Livestock: “When those who believe
in Our teachings come to you, tell them: Peace be with you!”

Contextualization (MC DIOP):
The only obligation in
greeting in Islam is to say
”Peace be with you.”
So when health experts judge
that hugging or shaking hands
can contaminate others, Muslims
should refrain from doing so.
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 Be careful in the way that you gather at mealtime and adapt

to the coronavirus situation by eating separately.

V 61 S The Light states: “There is no harm in eating either
together or eating separately.”

 Avoid gathering together for prayer according to the

situation

Health experts recommend avoiding gatherings in places of
worship during the pandemic. This recommendation corresponds
to the Prophet’s advice (PBUH).
 Islam allows you to pray at home when the weather is bad:

Imam Ibn Hajar (RA) says in Fathul Bâry Commentary on Bukhari:
Bukhari (RA) reports that Abdallah Ibn Harith said: “Abdallah Ibn
Abas exhorted us one day of great rain and when the muezzin
arrived at the phrase, Come to prayer, he ordered him to say: Pray
in your homes. Everyone looked at each other in amazement. He
said to them: Do you disagree with me? Yet someone better than
me (the Prophet) did it.”
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 Islam allows you to pray at home in times of insecurity.

Scholars say that in order to avoid Pharaoh’s oppression of the
Jews, Allah (SWT) advised the Jews to pray in their homes instead
of the synagogue. V 87 S Jonah : says: “We said to Moses and his
brother: Make your home a place of worship and be diligent in
prayer. Announce the good news to believers.”

 In situations where the right to health or life is threatened,

Islam grants numerous exemptions related to worship.
For example, you are allowed to do the following:

o suspend prayers in times of insecurity or when traveling
o temporarily suspend fasting during times of illness
o permanently end fasting for people with chronic illness
o not perform the pilgrimage in times of illness or insecurity
o shorten prayers and the number of Rakas when ill or in
times of insecurity.
All of these exemptions are granted in accordance with the
following Qu’ranic principle: “Allah (Swt) does not want to cause
you problems. On the contrary, HE wants to purify you and fill
you with Favors so that you will be grateful.” (V 6 S La Table)
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“Allah (Swt) wants to facilitate and not create difficulties.”
(V 185 S The Cow)

Religious experts have interpreted these verses through the
following Islamic Principles:
Principle 1: “Under certain circumstances, normal obligations
need not be followed.”

Principle 2: “Avoiding something bad is more important than
doing something good.”

 Protect yourself from getting sick and take care of yourself

if you fall ill

The Messenger of Allah (PBUH) said: “Allah (SWT) brings sickness,
but provides cures and there is a remedy for every sickness.
Therefore, heal yourselves, but not with things that are forbidden.”
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 Place your trust in Allah (Swt)

Some people have said: “We don’t need to follow the
recommendations of health specialists; we just need to place our
trust in Allah (SWT) to protect us from the COVID-19.” However,
Islam recommends something else.
Abderrahmane Ibn Abi Layla (RA) relates that a man asked the
Prophet (PBUH): “Do I place my trust in Allah (SWT) and leave
my camel outside without attaching him or do I attach my camel
outside and place my trust in Allah (SWT)?” The Prophet (PBUH)
told him: “Attach it outside and place your trust in Allah (SWT).”

 Ask for forgiveness and pray to Allah (SWT)

“God, protect me from skin disease, from leprosy, from mental
illness and the consequences of other illnesses.”

Contextualisation (MC Diop):
Attaching your camel in the current context means
that we must take every precaution to avoid
contracting the COVID-19 disease. In this way,
we truly place our trust in Allah (STW).
It is only when we have taken all precautions,
following the general and specific recommendations
cited above, that our prayers have
the most chance of being favorably
accepted by Allah (SWT).

